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Abstract 

In a two - currency version of the Bryant - Diamond and Dybvig model 
I study three different arrangements that prevent self fulfilling bank runs. 
The first case is a the international lender of last resort. This has been 
under discussion in the past year. This last regime might prevent runs im
plementing the planner's solution although this depends on the consump
tion allocations. Moral hazard considerations cannot be important as long 
as perfect debt repayment and common objectives between managers and 
depositors are assumed. I also analyze a combination of an international 
lender of last resort and a local lender of last resort. This implements the 
planner's allocat ion and prevents runs always, regardless of how that allo
cation looks like. The third is a regime that imposes narrow banking on 
foreign currency investments, coupled with a lender of last resort in home 
currency. I show that t his regime prevents runs. However this can do it at 
the expense of excess liquidity in the short run. 
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l. Introduction 

Since the Asian Financia! Crisis in 1997 1 many discussions about banking regu
lation have taken place at different levels. One of the most recent ones has been 
related to the role of international institutions (such as the IMF) in preventing 
financial crises. In October 1998 a new credit line was approved by the G7 to help 
"vulnerable but essentially healthy nations" (see New York Times [16]). Indeed, 
the G7 group declared on October 30, 1998 that • 

The statement ... reflects the shared determination of the U.K. and 
G7 to modernize the financia! system and to put in place new rules 
and procedures that will promote stability and growth. It affirms that 
the G7 commit themselves to: ( ... ) 

- develop improved procedures for managing crises and preventing 
them from spreading, including an enhanced IMF financing mechanism 
supported by private and bilateral finance as appropriate .. 

The chancellor ,s statement following the G7 declaration affirms explicitly the 
creation of a "supplementary reserve facility which would provide a contingent 
short term line of credit for countries pursuing strong IMF approved policies. 
This facility could be drawn upan in times of need and would entail appropriate 
interest rates along with shorter maturities. ,, 2 

Although this statement also includes issues such as global regulatory regimes, 
which are not clarified yet, it is_ explicit in terms of creating a reserve for short 
term credit in arder to prevent / solve fina.ncial distress for those economies fol
lowing an J M F approved policy. This implicitly states that t he distress usually 
should be mostly associated with liquidity rather than solvency issues, at least 
from an official point of view. If the IMF tends to approve policies that do not 
induce risky investments by the financia! sector, this then leads to the conclusion 
that this line would hardly be applied to countries with financia! crises due to 
solvency problems. 

Although the last remark is debatable, it certainly states that if a financial 
sector has only a liquidity problem, then it is likely to be beneficiary of such a 
credit line. The objective of the present work is to show that this credit line would 
be useful in preventing bank runs in small open economies with potential short 
run liquidity problems but that it will not always succeed. Unless coupled with 

1 For surveys on the Asian Crisis see [6] and [8], arnong others. 
2See Chancellor,s statement, including in the G7 statement. 
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a local lender of last resort, the international institution may fail to eliminate a 
run. This essay also presents alternative ways of preventing such runs, although 
not all of them lead to the efficient allocation. 

This chapter uses the same version of the Bryant - Diamond - Dybvig model 
( [3] and [11]) in a small open economy3 used in chapter 3 to analyze the issue 
considered above. I study three main different regulation regimes, ali of them 
involving a lender of last resort. The first case is a regime with an international 
lender of last resort (which is what the G7 group ultimately had created). This • 
could prevent runs every time there is illiquidity in F money only. If there are 
patient consumers who behave as impa.t ients in the interim period the interna-
tional lender takes care of them. This implies that the banking system <loes not 
have to make early liquidations of the long asset. If the bank is illiquid in both 
currencies, then depending upon the differences between the foreign and the local 
returns on long term investments this institution could also implement the plan-
ner's allocation without runs. It can be shown that this is the case when foreign 
long term returns are greater than local long run returns. If the contrary is true 
the effectiveness of this institution is more limited. When t he funds provided by 
the international institution are used to solve illiquidity problems in both curren-
cies it can ha.ppen that in the last period the revenues from investments are not 
enough to repa.y deposits plus a.11 debt. Therefore, only if the lent amount is small 
enough, can the interna.tional lender alone prevent runs. 

I demonstrate that within this setup ( with perfect enforcement of repayment) 
there are no moral hazard issues (since there is no separation of objectives between 
managers and depositors). This entails a lesson in terms of policy. The moral 
hazard issues currently discussed for the implementation of a.n international lender 
of last resort may be reduced as long as the managers and depositors coincide on 
the objectives. 

I next show that an international lender of last resort providing liquidity in 
foreign currency coupled with a local lender of last resort (providing liquidity in 
the local currency) always prevents runs , so long as the interest rate is not too 
high, implementing the social planner's solution. This suggests that both lenders 
can complement each other. 

Among other bank-run-preventing regimes, I concentrate on the case in which 
narrow banking is imposed on the foreign currency coupled with a local lender of 
last resort. This can be interpreted as an extreme case of consolidated banking 
systerns in which foreign investment is limited (usually the Central Banks could 

3 For a survey on the bank runs literature see [12], chapter 7. 
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invest their reserves in short run safe assets only) but where the Central Bank 
acts as a lender of last resort in the local currency. It is shown that this pol
icy eliminates runs. However this regime is not efficient since it involves excess 
liquidity in the short run, due to narrow banking in the foreign currency. 

I then analyze the situation in which the proportion of impatient consumers 
is not known ex-ante (the aggregate uncertainty case). Wallace [17] has already 
shown that severa} regulatory policies cannot be implemented in this context. He 
has a.lso shown [18] under specific assumptions that partial suspension of convert
i bility is optima!. Under these circun1Stances the properties of the three main 
policies analyzed without aggregate uncertainty do not change even though ag
gregate uncertainty is assumed, demonstrating that those results do not depend 
on the ex-ante knowledge of short term withdra.wals. 

In ali these results the international institution only hada run-preventing role. 
However it can also be important in terms of the planner's solut ion itself, par
t icularly when aggregate uncertainty is relevant. I show that if t he planner has 
available a credit line from lenders of last resort (both international and local) 
then partial suspension does not hold anymore in the implementable solution (al
though sorne extra assumptions should be made to insure incentive compatibility 
constraints). The result also states that when the liquidity shock is large (mean
ing that the amount of withdrawals in the short run is larger than the mean) the 
planner actively uses the credit line from both lenders. This is consistent with ca
sual observations of credits extended by international institutions after a financial 
distress event . 

Section 2 discusses the role of lenders of last resort in preventing runs within 
the chapter 2 framework. It studies two alternative systems. The first only has 
an international institution serving as a lender of last resort. The second regime 
includes both an international and lender of last resort. Section 3 discusses other 
alternative regulations, including narrow banking. These are more extensively 
discussed in Kawamura [14]. Section 4 introduces the assumption of ex-ante un
known patient customers. Section 5 adds lenders of last resort to the planner's 
problem of the economy in section 4. Section 6 discusses sorne policy implications. 
Finally section 7 presents concluding remarks and points of future research. 

2. Related Literature 

As already mentioned, the framework used here is essent ially identical to the ones 
in Kawamura [14] and [15]. These two papers follow the Bryant - Diamond and 
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Dybvig traditional framework ([3], [11]). The main featme is the presence of two 
cmrencies instead of the typical unique type of money in the literatme. However 
t he two papers share with the standard literatme the potential existence of two 
equilibria, one involving runs. 

The two main antecessors are the papers by Chang and Velasco ( see [4] and 
[5]). They construct a Bryant - Diamond - Dybvig model in a small open economy. 
In [5] the long term investment is financed partially by international borrowing 
(to be paid in the last period). The consumption for impatients is financed by 
short term international funds to be paid at the end of the economy. In my model 
there is only international borrowing at the beginning of the economy, to be paid 
in the last period. The only short term borrowing is the case when the lenders 
of last resort funds the systern to prevent runs. 

In the second half of this paper I present a device to treat the aggregate 
uncertainty case taken from Wallace ([17] and [18]) . That is to say, the amount 
of short run withdrawals is itself stochastic. In the first paper [17] he shows 
that t he two run-preventing regulatory regimes studied by Diamond and Dybvig 
cannot be implemented, due to the non-observability of proportion of impatient 
consumers. In the second paper [18] Wallace presents a special case in which the 
banking system 's manager can learn the proportion through the order in which 
consumers withdraw in the interim period. He shows that declaration of partial 
suspension of convertibility of deposit contracts is part of the planner's allocation. 
I use this special case to redo the exercise with two cmrencies . 

3. The Economy without aggregate uncertainty. 

The economy lasts for three periods: t = O, 1, 2. There are two currencies, called 
the home (non-tradable) and the foreign currency(tradable). I also use the term 
money interchangeably with the term currency. There is a storage technology for 
each type of money. This technology returns one unit in period t + 1 for each 
unit of the currency invested in period t, where t = O, l. On the other hand there 
are two long-term technologies, one for the foreign currency and the other for the 
home currency. For each unit of currency h invested in the long term technology 
written in h at period O it returns Rh > l units of the same type of money in 
period 2, but only rh E (O, 1] in period l. A spot market for the foreign currency 
is open. The economy takes the price of the foreign currency as given since it is 
small. I assume that this price to be one. 

There is a large number N of ex-ante identical consumers. At the beginning of 
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period 1 each person receives an idiosyncratic preference shock. This determines 
whether the consurner survives until period 2 or dies at period l. The ex-ante 
probability of dying in period 1 is -rr. This probability is known ex-ante. The 
assumption will be partially relaxed later in the paper. Sin ce N is large, by the 
law of large numbers -rr is also the proportion of consumers who die at t = 1. 

If the consurner turns out to die at period 1 then she is impatient. Otherwise 
the consumer is patient. I assume that, if she is impatient , her utility function is 
u ( cf) + v ( cf). If she is patient her utility f~ction is u ( cf) + v ( cf) . _H~nce 
the ex-ante expected utility for the representat1ve consumer m penod O 1s JUSt 
1r [u ( cf) + v ~ cf)] + (1 - -rr) [u ( cf) + v ( c!f)] 4

. I assume the usual properties 
for the utility functions: u and v are C2

, strictly increasing, strictly concave and 
satisfy standard !nada conditions. 

3.1. A characterization of the planner's allocation. 

This subsection characterizes the social planner's optimal allocation. I assume 
a technology that converts one unit of F into one unit H at any period. This 
captures the fact that most banking systems are governed by a Central Bank that 
creates domestic currency from foreign currency at sorne fixed exchange rate. I 
set this to unity . 

The planner borrows from abroad a certain amount d of the foreign currency in 
period O. Next she uses part of borrowed funds to get a certain amount eH of the 
home currency, using the remaining part as foreign currency. The planner invests 
eh , h E { F, H} in both the storage technology and the long term technology to 
finance consumption of both currencies. The storage technologies are used to 
finance period 1 consumption of both currencies for the impatient consumer and 
the long term technology is used to finance period 2 consumption of both types 
of money for those who turn out to be patient. This is true as long as the foreign 
currency deposits are repaid using entirely foreign assets. In the case of the long 
term asset written in foreign types of money this is also used to return the amount 
borrowed in period O at the international interest rate p. 

The social planner's problem can be formalized as follows. 

max -rr [ u ( cf) + v (e~)] + ( 1 - -rr) [ u ( cr) + v ( cf)] 
subject to 

4 
Although this seems a strong assumption, a larger family of utility functiofis can be gener

ated through transformations of u ( cf) + v ( cf) . I thank Guido Cozzi for making this remark. 
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t > 
bh > 

Xh > 

bF + xF < eF 

bH + xH < eH 

O, 0h '2_ Ü 

o, t = 1, 2 h=H, F 

o, h=H,F 

o, h=H,F 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

This is just the standard planner's problem in the bank runs literature. The 
only difference is the presence of two budget constraints in each period t = 1, 2, 
t.he second of which captures the fact tha.t H assets cannot finance F money 
consumption. This is because of the technological assumptions. 

It can be shown that the solution to this problern is well defined as long as 
p = RF. In this case d is indefinite. If p > RF the optirnal d is O, while if p < RF 
then the optirnal d = oo and then there is no solution. If RF > p then I assume 
that d ~ d, where d > O. In this way we assure that there is a solution to the 
planner. For the rest of the paper we will assume that p < RF so I impose the 
constraint d ~ d5. 

Hence, the solution to the planner's problem can be characterized as usual. 
First, from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions we have the following proposition. 

5This has been used by Chang and Velasco[5). It can be easily shown that this is equivalent 
to a world rate of interest p which is a non linear function of d. For example, an interest rate 
rule might be p = e, where e, < RF , as long as d 5 d and p = p, where p > RF when d > d. 
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Proposition 3.1. The plam1er's allocation contract is characterized by et< e~, 
for h = F, H. Moreover, the optimal XH > O if RH ~ RF. Otherwise XH = O. 

Proof. See Kawamura [14] and [15]. 
This result states that the standard incentive compatible constraint must hold 

under the planner's allocation. This allows for implementation of the social plan
ner's solution as an equilibriurn. This also assures under which condition the 
banking system will not invest in the long term H money asset. 

3.2. Equilibrium behavior in a decentralized consolidated banking sys-
tem. 

This subsection presents a decentra.lized consolidated banking system which be
haves competitively. Consumers are called depositar s. These individuals run insti
tutions called comm ercial banks. These banks allow the depositors to withdraw 
certain amount of currencies H and F at period 1 if they turn out to be impatient 
and the amount of consurnption of both currencies if they are patient. They are 
essentially depositor-mana?ed mutual funds. These banks will offer a consump
tion allocation ( ( cf, cf) , ~ c!f , cf)) to the consumers-customers. This allocation 
maximizes the ex-ante ut ility of the customer (assurning perfect competition for 
t he banks that induce them to offer the best possible contra.et to the consumer) 
subject to the constraints stated above and the incentive compatibility constraint: 

u ( cf) + v ( cf) ~ u ( cf) + v ( cf) (3.8) 

Separability of preferences allows to get the first obvious result. 

Proposition 3.2. The planner's allocation can be implem ented asan equilibrium 
contract. 

Proof. It follows from proposition 3.1. ■ 
However, the contra.et that implements the planner's solution can be subject 

to runs, as a second equilibrium. This is not surprising since the basic structure 
is totally borrowed from the original DD model. However the (sufficient) condi
t ion to have such run equilibrium is that the banking system is illiquid in both 
currenc1es. 

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that cf > bF + rF ( XF - (PI RF) d) ande~ > bH + 
rH X H + bF - 1rcf Suppose that N is la.rge enough. Then there is an equilibrium 
where al] consumers run against the ban.k system and this clases in period 1. 
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Proof. See Kawamura [14] and [15]. ■ 

The intuition is as follows. Liquidity is now taken on a currency by currency 
basis. This means that the last condition can be read as a bank having illiquidity 
problerns in both money types. This seerns to be a strong condition. The following 
proposition shows that if the bank is only illiquid in one currency, then there could 
be no run equilibrium. 

Proposition 3.4. Suppose that the optima] contract satisfies cf > bF +rF ( XF - (PI RF~ d) , 

e~ :S bH + rH XH + bF - 1Tcf and v ( cf) - v ( cf) ~ u ( cf) - u (O) . If RH ~ RF 
then the contract is not subject to runs. 

Proof. See Kawamura [14] and [15]. ■ 
This result states that the planner's solution might not be subject to runs even 

if there is an illiquidity problem in only one currency. The result is interpreted as 
follows. If the bank is illiquid in one money type but liquid in the other, and if the 
gain of waiting until period 2 in terms of the liquid money for the patient more 
than compensates the O consumption of the illiquid currency in period 2 then it 
is not optimal for the patient to lie, and then there cannot be a run equilibriurn 
with this contract. 

Notice that if RH < RF then X H = O. In this case, if cf > bF +rF ( X F - (PI RF) d) 
then the banking system has a run equilibrium. Therefore the rate of return dif
ferential has sorne role in financia! fragility, through the portfolio that induces. If 
cf > bF +rF (xF - (PI RF) d), cf :S bH + rH XH + bF - 7rcf and RH ~ RF but 

v ( cf l - v ( cf) < u ( cf) - u (O) then runs still occur. This shows that the way 
the pÍanner's solution looks like is very important for financia! fragility. 

4. Lenders of Last Resort 

Since the last section emphasizes the possibility of runs through self-fulfilling 
prophecies, concerns of how to eliminate the coordination failure naturally arise. 
Given the motivation of this chapter, I introduce in this section different types of 
institutions tending to eliminate the possibility of such runs. It is important to 
remark on the nature of bank runs here. I focus on runs originated in coordination 
failure problems, so I ignore any other information - based (solvency) type of runs. 
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4.1. International Lender of Last Resort and the prevention of bank 
runs. 

An institution called international lender of last resort is introduced. In my 
model it is justan entity outside the economy (not explicitly modelled) that lends 
any amount of currency F t hat the financia! system needs to borrow at t = 1. I 
am assuming here a perfectly elastic supply for this credit line, emphasizing the 
small open economy descript ion. 

The main result of this section is that , if the net interest rate of the loan is 
zero, this inst itution may not always be able to prevent self - fulfilling liquidity
based runs. The following proposition provides sufficient conditions for this to be 
true 6 . 

Proposition 4.1. If the banking system experience illiquidity problems at the 
interim period, the existence of an international lender of last resort tbat lends 
enough resources to eliminate illiquidity is sufflcient to implement the planner's 
solution without runs whenever RF > RH or otherwise when ( cf + cf) ::; cf (if 
tbere is illiquidity in both), or cf ::; cf (i f there is illiquidity in H but not in F) 
or when there is only illiquidity in F but not in H . 

The intuition is as follows. If RF > RH then banks only possess long term 
assets written in the foreign currency to pay both the domestic and the foreign 
period 2 consumption allocations stated in the deposit contracts. This implies 
that banks have enough foreign assets at the last period to repay the debt from 
the lender of last resort. If the domestic long term return is greater than the 
foreign return, banks will back part of the domestic money deposits with the 
domestic currency long term investment. Hence foreign long term investment is 
not as large as in the first case. This means that only when the lent amount in 
period 1 (in the event of panics) is small enough then the banking system is able 
to repay to the international institution. This is true when period 1 per-person 
specified withdrawals are not too big. Otherwise banks might not be able to 
return the short term credit line. 

The main lesson is that this institution may prevent illiquidity problerns, but 
the extent to which this is true depends on the deposit contracts design and the 
rates of returns of long term investment. In a sense, this institution is not very 
useful when the banking system has a high level of short run deposits and a big 

6Proofs of propositions of subsequent sections are in the appendix, unless specified. 
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portian of its long term securities invested in local currency assets. In this case 
the amount to be lent is too high so that long run deposits cannot be repaid, and 
so banks still fail. 

The assurnption of zero net interest rate is not necessarily a lirnitation. As 
long as the interest rate to be paid for this credit line is not too large, then the 
same properties hold. The following proposit.ion shows this: (proof is again in the 
appendix). 

Proposition 4.2. ivhen RF > RH then an international lender of last resort 
can prevent runs if the net interest rate to be paid is less than or equal to 
( e!/ + cf) / ( e~ + cf) . If RH ~ RF , the i.nternational lender of last resort pre
vents runs when illiquidity on both cw-rencies if the interest rate is less than or 

F 
equal to ~. If the illiquidity is on tbe F money only the interest rate must be 

e1 +e1 
F 

less than or equal to ~, and if the illiquidi ty is on the H money, then the interest 
el 

F 

rate must be less than or equal to í. 
e 1H 

This constitutes a generalization of the former proposition. The result sets 
upper bounds on interest rates for those contingent credit lines. This is important 
in terrns of policy applications. Although this should not be taken literally, it gives 
sorne guideline to see what is a reasonable interest rate for these credit lines. It 
basically states that the actual amount of deposits to be withdrawn in different 
periods matter to set such interest rates. As a general interpretation one can 
say that, the higher is the amount of long run deposits, the higher could be the 
interest rate charged to the borrowers. 

4.2. International Lender of Last Resort and Moral Hazard. 

The result stated above ignores any moral hazard issue related to t he presence of 
such a mechanism. With perfect comrnitment and perfect observability of actions, 
then the bankers must use the funds coming from the international lender to 
finance any difference between the withdrawals at period 1 and the revenue from 
the liquid investment. If actions were not observable to the lender of last resort, 
and if the managers of the banking system cornmit not to let the banks to fall into 
bankruptcy then it is possible to show that there is still no incentive to deviate 
from the strategy of paying . The following proposition shows this. 
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Proposition 4.3. Even if there is no explicit commitment to sustain the financial 
system, as long as repayment to the international lender of last resort is perfectly 
enforced, then there is no incentive far banks to deviate funds at t = 1. 

The last paragraph implies that, if the banking system commits to repay all 
debt perfect ly and also commits perfectly to use at least partially t he funds from 
the international lender, then there is no moral hazard problem under the rest of 
t he standard assumptions of the Diamond and Dybvig model. 

The intuition is that when the objectives of managers and depositors are the 
same, there are no incentives to divert funds from the main purpose. Since the 
debt contract with the international lender is perfectly enforceable there is no 
point in not sustaining t he financial system when threatened by a run. Given 
t hat the banking system must repay the debt, by saving t he lent amount and 
not paying to t he customers running at t = 1 t he managers do not gain anything 
relative to the full payment. 

If t here is no perfect commitment of debt repayment the story is different. 
Without commit ment of repayment, there might not be any credit line from the 
lender, unless there is sorne punishment mechanism if t he banking system defaults 
on its debt. This is discussed in t he concluding remarks section 7 . Another key 
assumption is the absence of any investment technology between t = 1 and t = 2 
except for the storage technology. A relaxation of this (includ.ing for example a 
short term technology between t = 1 and t = 2 with gross return greater than 
one) could affect t he result, although it is not clear in what circurnstances. 

Notice that this proposition may also break down if t here is a separation 
between managers and depositors. When the objective of the managers is not to 
maximize the ex-ante welfare of customers, then t he possibility of borrowing from 
abroad and not using this to satisfy liquidity needs is much more reasorntble. In 
such a case incentive compatible contracts should be offered in order to induce 
the managers not to misbehave with those funds. 8 

7 Suppose that there is no debt repayment commitment. If the creditors were able to seize all 
of revenues coming from foreign long term investment in period 2, t hen in sorne circumnstances 
it may be incentive compatible to repay. In particular, if the actual proportion of the population 
withdrawing at date 1 is less than half of the theoretical proportion of patient customers (that 
is, if 'Ír < (1 - 1r) / 2) then it is incent ive compatible to repay given the threat. However when 'Ír 
is larger (in fact, when this is almost 1) then the incentive compatibility argument breaks down. 
Hence in this case moral hazard problem becomes an issue. 

8In the context of solvency regulations, Dewatripont and Tirole ([9] and [10]) put the control 
rights allocation at the center of the analysis. Although in my paper I do not consider solvency 
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4.3. International and Local Lenders of last resort. 

Consider a variation of t he case above. In addition to the international institution 
the Central Bank acts as a local lender of last resort, providing local currency if 
there are illiquidity problerns. In arder for this to work I assume that, only at 
period 1, an institution called local lender of last resort couJd create extra units of 
H up to sorne upper bound cH. This institution may produce this extra amount 
by lending them to the banking system at sorne interest rate. The version of the 
model considered here can be viewed as a reduced form of a banking system that 
commits to create local currencies out of foreígn currencies to build reputation, 
although with a local lender of last resort clause that might enhance liquidity in 
local currency for the banks in the event of a financia} distress. 

I show that coupling these two institutions prevent runs at period 1 m any 
case ( for not very high interest rates). 

Proposition 4.4. If tbere is perfect commitment in repaying debts, tben the 
international lender of last resort plus a local lender of last resort prevents runs as 

long as tbe interest rate on the foreign loan is less than or equal to min { ~, 3 ++e~ } 
C¡ c 1 C¡ 

H 

1 and tbe interest rate on the local loan is at most ~ - 1. 
C¡ 

This resuJt suggests that complementing the ínternational line short run credit 
with a local lender is useful to prevent runs in any situation, as long as interest 
rates on those credit lines are not large. However this propositíon also states that 
in order to have such complementaríty between the two lenders of last resort, 
the local institution should lend local currency only when this will be consumed 
and not exchanged for foreign currency. In section 7, I discuss in more detail the 
difficulties of implementíng this regime. 

5. Other regimes: narrow banking and local lender of last 
resort. 

This section is devoted toan analysis of extra menu of regimes, concentrating on 
one including narrow banking in the foreign currency plus a local lender of last 
resort in the local currency. This may be ínterpreted as a special case of several 
actual policies currently applied by Central Banks. 

problems, this literature might be useful to build models in which liquidity problems and moral 
hazard considerations could be studied. 
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5.1. Narrow Banking on the foreign currency and local lender of last 
resort. 

In the bank runs literature narrow banking proposals received considerable atten
t ion. In my model narrow banking could be applied to both currencies or to any 
of t hem individually. I consider the case in which narrow banking is imposed only 
on the F currency. Even if the bank is illiquid in both currencies, narrow banking 
in the F currency only coupled with a local lender of last resort might prevent 
self fulfilling runs. The next lines explore this issue. 

On the other hand, even if t he H liquidity condition is not satisfied, coupling 
this regime with a local lender of last resort t hat lends in H money only also 
prevents runs. 

Proposition 5.1. Suppose that the F narrow banking regime is complemented 
by a local lender of last resort, ·who lends H currency to the banking system to 
meet the liquidity demands in period 1. Then runs are also prevented. 

In a sense, the F narrow banking per se ensures liquidity in the F currency, 
while the local lender ensures liquidity in H money. Still this is not an efficient 
way of eliminating runs. This regime causes excess liquidity of foreign money in 
the interim period, which does not exist under the planner's solution. 

This analysis suggests that imposing very t ight regulations on t he portfolio in 
foreign currencies together with a local lender of last resort eliminates t he risk 
of self fulfilling liquidity based runs. However, this also tells us that the cost of 
implementing this regulatory policy is the excess of liquidity in foreign currencies 
in t he short run, which could have been invested in more profitable longer term 
as.sets. This has sorne similarity with the current situation in countries such as 
Argentina, in which the banking system has faced a growing amount of foreign 
currency deposits during the period 1997 - 1999. Alt hough part of the excess 
liquidity in dollars present in this case could also be explained by risk project 
issues, the current Central Bank investment policy may tend to help in generating 
this excess liquidity. 

5.2. Other Alternative Regulatory Regimes. 

The regimes considered above are only three out of other many altematives to 
prevent runs. I consider other possible arrangements, most of whom are just 
re--adaptations of standard regulatory regimes studied in the literature. 
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5.2.1. Narrow Banking on both currencies. 

I have already discussed a regime with narrow banking on the foreign currency 
coupled with a local lender of last resort. A more extreme policy is to impose 
narrow banking on both currencies. In this case the regulatory regime forces to 
finance ali period 1 consumption with the liquid asset. The banking system faces 
the following constraints: 

(5.1) 

(1 - 1r) cf + pd :S xF RF + bF - 1rcf (5.4) 

The problem for the banking system is to maximize the ex-ante utility subject 
to the constraints 3.1 , 3.2, 3.7 , d :S J, the incentive compatibility constraint and 
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4. These inequalities imply the absence of runs, so the amount of 
withdrawals in period 1 is strictly less than t he total amount of liquid assets, the 
remaining of which is used to finance period 2 consumption. 

Clearly this policy impedes any type of run by construction .. It is obviously 
less efficient than the planner's solution since the bank experiences excess liquidity 
(relative to the planner's allocation) at period l. 

5.2.2. Minimum Liquidity Requirements (War Chests) 

An alternative to complete narrow banking is a war chest policy. Suppose for this 
case that rh = l . The banking system is forced to reserve a surn Th of the date 
O supply of currency h received in period O, where Th :S gh_ This should be used 
to prevent a run so that TH + bH + TF + bF = c{1 + cf and cf :S bF + TF. If 
RH 2::: RF, Th (h E {H, F}) are invested in the long term investment, so that, 
if there are no runs, this is used to finance consumption of currency h at period 
2 through the return Rh. If RF > RH then only TF units are invested so that 
bH + TF + bF = c{1 + cf . In a sense, the regulation assures that the amount of 
long term investment is large enough to prevent runs. 
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The problem for the bank is thus to maximize the ex-ante utility subject to 
d::; d, 3.1 , 3.3, 3.4, the incentive compatibility constraint and 

(5.5) 

(5.7) 

Also Th must be such that TH + bH + TF + bF = cf + cf and cf ::; bF + TF. 
Note that the incentive cornpatibility constraint can again be ignored since the 
first arder conditions of the problem without the IC constraint implies that e} < 
e~ for both h and then I C is satisfied automatically. 

By the condition state above there is no need of liquidating the long term 
asset in period 1. Hence there is no incentive to líe for a patient consurner and no 
runs occur. However we will show that the welfare properties of this regime are 
clifferent from the implications of the narrow ba.nking regime. 

5.2.3. Comparison between Narrow Banking and War Chests. 

It is possible to compare the welfare properties of the last policy with respect to 
the complete narrow banking proposal. Under both proposals ali constraints can 
be reduced to the following expression: 

This means that the marginal rate of transformation 9 between e~ ande~ (for 

h = H or F) is just ( Rh(~~~),,.)) . On the other hand, from the first arder conditions 

it can be shown that the marginal rate of substitution between e~ and ~ is equal 
to the marginal rate of transformation under both proposals. However war chests 
policy in this model <loes not imply excess liquidity, as opposed to complete narrow 
banking. 

This constitutes a major difference with respect to Chang and Velasco 's analy
sis [4] . In fact this proposition shows that their result stating that narrow banking 

91 define the marginal rate of transformation as the derivative 8dJ/8c~ when the other two 
consumption allocations are kept fuced. 
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is preferable to large international reserves depends upon t he assumption of liqui
dation costs for the long term asset if liquidated in period 1. This is what impedes 
to invest Th in the long term asset. In the case of this subsection I assume no 
liquidat ion costs, so Th is invested in t he long term asset. What the monetary 
authority is doing is just to accumulate enough long term assets to avoid panics. 
The securities that the banking system has ( even if liquidating part of the long 
asset) is large enough to prevent banking failures. In a sense, it is equivalent to 
"reduce" the early payments for the impatient consumers by reducing bh (which is 
implied by the amount Th taken away from 0h). Therefore this reduces fragility. 

If rh < l (which is t he more common assumption in t he literature) still the 
latter policy could be applied as long as rh is sufficiently close to 1. In t his case 
the conditions are 

which for rh close enough to 1 still this has similar properties as in t he paragraphs 
above. However when rh is not close to 1, then a war chest policy of the Chang 
- Velasco type may be preferable. This ernphasizes the role of rh in determining 
war chests. 

5.2.4. Total Suspension on the Foreign currency deposit and a local 
lender of last resort. 

The Diamond and Dybvig paper clairned t he usefulness of total suspension clauses 
in order to prevent runs. It can be easily seen that imposing such a clause together 
with a local lender of last resort is equivalent alternative to the regime in which 
there are both an international and a local lender of last resort. Al, long as the 
regulator commits perfectly to the total suspension clause, the bank never runs 
out of foreign money type at period 1. On the other hand, any attempt of run 
against the home currency is prevented by the local lender of last resort. As a 
result patient customers never run since bank failures at t = 1 cannot occur. 

Although this states that the mentioned regime prevents runs efficiently, it 
is not implementable whenever the amount of early withdrawals Nn is random 
and not observable ex-ante. The reason is that this policy needs to specify when 
the banking system stops paying at t = 1 in terms of currency F. To do this the 
regulator must know 1r, which is feasible under absence of aggregate uncertainty 
only. Another problem with this type of regulation is the possible effects on 
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expectations.. Although this has not been studied yet, sorne believe that a total 
suspension clause could exacerbate any pessirnistic expectations that customers 
may have. The clause rnight work as a bad signal that rnight not be necessarily 
accurate. 

6. The economy with aggregate uncertainty. 

Sorne of the regulatory regimes depend on the knowledge of the proportion of 
impatients in period 1. It is not only that 1r is known but also that the actual 
proportion of people behaving as impatients is known. The following question is 
how these results change when 1r is not known ex-ante. This section explores the 
planner's allocation, financia! fra.gility a.nd regulation in an economy in which 1r 

is stochast ic. 
Suppose that in period O t he proportion of impatients is a random variable. 

For simplicity I adopt the device presented by Wallace ([17] and specially [18]). 
Assume that 1r can be eit her pa + (1 - p) , with probability q1 and pa, with 
probability q2 . The bank.ing system knows at least Nap people are impatient 
( and N ( 1 - a) p are patient consumers). There could be still other N ( 1 - p) 
impatient consumers (with probability q2). Otherwise they are all impatient (with 
probability q1 ). Any person is within the first group with probability p and within 
the second group with probability ( 1 - p) . Hence the ex-ante utility is now: 

++ (cf1
) + v W)] + (1- c.) (tq, (u (cf1 (s)) H (cf1 (s)))) }61) 

+ ( 1 - p) ( q1 ( u ( cf 2 
( 1)) + v ( c{12 

( 1))) + q2 ( u ( c[2 
( 2)) + v ( cf 2 

( 2)))) 

w here c!;j ( s) denotes consumption of currency h in period t , state s and position
in-line j. Here s = 1 denotes the state in which ali the people in the second group 
are impatient, and s = 2 corresponds to the state in which ali of them are patient. 
Similarly, j = 1 denotes the (individual) state in which the consumer is in the 
first group, while j = 2 denotes the state in which the consumer is in the second 
group. Note that consumption of impatient consumers within the first group <loes 
not depend on s, i.e., ct1 is independent of s. This is because I assume that the 
banking system <loes not observe the aggregate state s. They must infer it from 
the nurnber of impatients showing up at date 1. If only N ap impatient consumers 
show up, the bankers infer (correctly) that the proportion of impatient people 
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is ap and then the state is s = l. If the total number exceeds N ap, it must be 
clearly N (ap + (1 - p)) (provided that nobody lies). Hence whenever the banker 
observes that there are more impatient consumers than N ap, then she infers that 
the state is s = 2. However, in any case, people who were lucky showing up first 
( among the first N ap) should receive the same consumption in period 1 since the 
bankers cannot know the state at that stage10

. 

6.1. The planner's problem when 7f is stochastic. 

The problem for the planner is to maximize 6.1 subject to the constraints 3.1, 3.2, 
d ~ d, and 

pac{1 + (1 - p) cf2 (1) ~ bF (6.3) 

p (1 - a) cf1 (1) + pd ~ RF xF (6.5) 

p (1 - a) ( cf1 (2) + c!/1 (2)) + (1 - p) ( cf2 (2) + c!/1 (2)) + pd (6.6) 

< RF XF + RH xH + bF + bH - pa (cfl + cfl) 

p (1 - a) cf1 (2) + (1 - p) cf2 (2) + pd 
< RF X F + bF - pacf 1 

(6.7) 

Notice that if s = 2, the period 1 constraints would be pa ( cf1 + cr1 ) ~ bH +bF 

and pacf1 ~ bF. In equilibrium, ct2 
( 1) > O , which implies that the two constraints 

mentioned above are non-binding and hence ignored. 
The fust arder conditions give the following result. 

1ºThis is a consequence of the sequential service assumption. 
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Proposition 6.1. Tbe planner's solution implies that for both h E {H, F}: 

c12 (1) < c11 

Proof. See Kawarnura [14] and [15]. ■ 
This proposition is a version of the optimality-of-partial-suspension result by 

Wallace [18]. In his article he showed that partial suspension is optima! in a one 
currency economy. In a two-currency world partial suspension is still optimal but • 
now imposed on both currencies. That is, in an economy with two types of money 
it is optima! to pay less of each commodity at period 1 after Npcx consumers show 
up claiming impatience. 

6 .2. Equilibrium 

It is not diffi.cult to show the conditions under which the planner's allocation 
presented above can be implemented. The following proposition proven in [14] 
and [15] shows this. 

Proposition 6.2. Under the stated assumptions the planner's solu tion (with par
tía] suspension oí convertibility) can be offered in a decentralized banking system 
equili bri um if R F ?: RH. Otherwise i t is implementable if ei ther p is sufficiently 
clase to 1 or if bF = apc~F + (1 - p) c¡F (1). 

Notice that this implementation requires the declaration of total suspension 
of convert ibility of cert ificates in the interim period after N (pa + 1 - p) peo ple 
show up. This is the key element that allows to implement the planner's allocation 
without runs. However, if the partial suspension is sustained for all people who 
show up after t he first N ap show up, then runs are still possible. The following 
proposition shows this. 

Proposition 6.3. If pa ( cf 1) + ( 1 - ap) cf2 ( 1) > bF + rF ( X F - ( RF / p) d) , 
and pa (cfH) + (1- ap) cfH (1) > bH + r H XH + bF - pa (cf1) - (1 - p) cf2 (1) 
then tbere is an equilibrium with runs. 

Proof. See Kawamura[14] ■. 

Having stated these standard results, I show next that the main result on the 
effectiveness of lenders of last resort to prevent bank runs in this set-up <loes not 
depend on the ex-ante knowledge of 1r. 
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6.3. Lenders of Last Resort with aggregate uncertainty. 

An alternative prevent ive way to avoid runs is still the presence of an internat ional 
lender of last resort. The arguments are very similar to the ones given in section 
5. Suppose the following arrangement. The banking system pays to the first 
N ap consumers who claim impatience a total of c~1 of currency h. To the rest of 
consumers t he banking system pays c~2 (1) units of h. Notice that t he short term 
investment in currency h is suffi.cient to pay to the first N ( ap + 1 - p) impatient 
consumers. If even more consumers show up in the interim period the banks pay 
them by getting funds from the international lender at a net interest rate of zero. 

The next proposition affirms that this arrangement prevents runs essentially 
under the same assumptions as in proposition ( 4.1) . 

Proposition 6.4. If RF > RH then an international Jender oí last resort chaiging 
zero net interest rate allows for implementation oí the planner's allocation without 
runs. Ií RH ~ RF the international institution can avoid runs ií there is only 
illiquidity in F, or if (crF (1) + crH (1)) ~ et (1) ií there is illiquidity in both, or 
d H (1) ~ cV (1) ií there is illiquidity only in terms oí H . 

This result demonstrates that not knowing the proportion of impatient con
sumers ex-ante is not an impecliment to implement an international lender of last 
resort as a mechanism to eliminate the run equilibrium. In other words , the co-
ordinat ing property of the international lender (if it is effective) <loes not depend 
on the knowledge of impatient consumers. 

On the other hand it is perfectly possible to get similar results on international 
and local lenders to the ones obtained in section 5 when aggregate uncertainty is 
introduced. 

Proposition 6.5. If RF > RH then an international lender oí last resort allows 
for implementation oí the planner's allocation without runs ií the net interest rate 
is less than or equal to ~;~~~!~Zg~ - l. If RH ~ RF the international institution 
can avoid runs when there is only iJliquidity in F if the interest rate is at most 
j;(i) 1 Wh th . ·11· "dit . b h . h . 
c

1 
(l) - . en ere 1s 1 1qw y m ot cwTenc1es, t en mterest rate must 

be less than or equal to ( ctF (~:~n (1)) - 1, and when there is illiquidity only in 

terms of H the interest rate must be at most ~;g~. 
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Proposition 6.6. If both an international lender oí last resort and a local lender 
o[ last resort exist, then the planner's allocation can be implemented without 
runs even when there is aggregate uncertainty whenever the gross interest rate 
charged by the international lender oí last resort is less than or equal to min 

{ 
e.Y (l)+ciH (1) lF (1) } . lH (1) 
c¡F(l)+c¡R(l); ~F(l) , and the one charged by the local lender 1s at most 4n(l)' 

This series of propositions irnply t hat the effectiveness of such lenders of last 
resort to prevent runs does not depend on the ex-ante observability of period 1 • 
withdrawals. Therefore the implementation of these regimes is independent of 
such considerations. In t he next section I informally discuss which factors are 
really important to apply the results in policy making. 

7. The planner's problem with lenders of last resort 

In t he last case of uncertain number of impatient customers t here is room for 
adding lenders of last resort in the planner's problem itself. The main reason 
is t hat in small open economies t he effective use of such lenders (specially t he 
international inst it utions) is often observed. On the other hand the version of 
t he model in t he last section does not imply effective use of these lenders in 
equilibrium. In this section I show that there are sufficient conditions under 
which adding these lenders of last resort avoid partial suspension of convertibility, 
replaced by the use of funds from t hese lenders of last resort. I assume that the 
net interest rate for t hese funds is zero. 

In this case the planner faces t he problem of maximizing 6.1 subject to the 
constraints 3.1 , 3.2, d :S d, and 

[a.p + 1- p] (ciF + CiH) < bH + bF + >.f (1) + >.f (1) 

[a.p + 1 - p) CiF < bF + Ai (1) 

a.p (et+ CiH) < bH + bF 

O!.PCiF < bF 

p(l - a.) (cf (1) + cf (1)] < RFXF - pd + RHXH - (>.f (1) + >.f (1)) 

p (1 - a.) cf (1) < RF xF - pd - >.f (1) 
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(p( l-a)+l-p)[cf(2)+cf(2)] < RFXF- pd+ RHXH 

+bH + bF - ap (c~F + c~H) 

(p (1 - a)+ 1 - p) cf (2) ~ RF XF - pd + bF - apc~F 

and if RH > RF I also impose >..f (1) ~ (1 - p) c¡H. 
This is t he same problem as above (section 6) except for the presence of the 

variables >..t (1), which represents funds borrowed from the corresponding lender 
of last resort delivering units of currency h (when h = F it is the international 
lender of last resort) when h = H the institution is the local lender of last resort). 
The last constraint is added since in the case of RH > RF and >-.f ( 1) > O the 
amount of >..f (1) can grow unboundedly without that condition. 

The following result shows the sufficient conditions under which the solution 
to t he problem can be decentralized as an equilibrium. 

Proposition 7.1. If RF 2: RH the solution to the planner's problem with lenders 
oí last resort can be sustained as an equilibrium in a banking system of tl1e type 
of section 6. H RF < RH the same is true given that (p (1 - a)+ 1 - p) e{ (2) = 
RF X F - pd + bF - apct and bF = apc¡F , or else ií p is sufficiently el ose to 1. 
Ií the lenders oí last resort are a.vailable for the banking system, a.nd ií the local 
lender could lend more than (1 - p) c¡H only to cover liquidity needs, then tbere 
is no run equilibrium. 

The proof is in the appendix. Note the similarity of this with proposition 6.2, 
except in the condition concerning the short run currency F asset. The main 
conclusion is that the extra short run liquidity needs at state 1 in period 1 can be 
solved by the lenders of last resort , avoiding any kind of partial suspension. 

This result formalizes the intuit ion that the lenders of last resort can cover 
transitory illiquidity situations instead of reducing the real amount of withdrawals 
by t he second group of impatient customers. This is consistent with several sit
uations in which international institutions actually must lend funds to countries 
whose financial institut ions are under liquidity distress. 

8. Policy lmplications. 

The results in this chapter allow for a discussion about how to implement contin
gent credit lines such as t he one discussed in the introduction. Since the decision 
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made by the G7 countries has been attacked from severa! points of view, it is 
useful to see what such propositions teach us about their effectiveness. 

First, as long as the funds from this credit line are used to help transitorily 
illiquid financia! systerns, then propositions 4.1 and 6.4 specify under which con
ditions an international lender of last resort charging zero net interest rate could 
work. Basically those conditions demand to check the returns differential in dif
ferent currencies. Those propositions also point out the importance of calculating 
ratios of long versus short run deposits in different currencies. 

Second, propositions 4.2 and 6.5 suggests upper bounds for the interest rate 
that the international lender of last resort must charge in order to make repayment 
feasible. Once more the main problem here is to measure deposits in different 
currencies and horizons so that interest rates on these credit lines are not too 
high. I do not suggest to take these ratios literally, but they constitute a major 
guide for interest rate negotiations. 

Third, proposition 4.3 states the necessity of working on managerial incentives 
in the banking sector, so that bank managers do not have any willingness to let the 
system fall. As long as the debt contract with the lender of last resort is perfectly 
enforceable, common objectives between managers and depositors assure absence 
of any moral hazard consideration. In order to induce such objectives coordina
tion, explicit or implicit incentives could be made to managers and stockholders so 
that it is on their interest to use those funds on behalf of depositors. Alternatively 
regulation could be applied in order to ensure this objective. 

Fourth, propositions 4.4 and 4.6 state that an international lender could be 
coupled with a suitable local lender of last resort. In a sense these results suggest 
that both institutions tend to complement, not to substitute, each other. However 
such a local lender cannot have a loose behavior. Its main purpose is to lend local 
currency to the financia! institutions in the short run whenever it is proved that 
the banking system can be threatened by a liquidity crisis. However these results 
also state that the local lender is useful as long as there is illiquidity in local 
currency. That is, it cannot help in situations where the illiquidity is essentially 
in foreign currencies. The main danger of having a local lender in this situation is 
to worsen the foreign reserves situation having more customers with local currency 
running against the Central Bank. Thus the purpose of the local institution must 
limited only to cover local currency liquidity needs. 

A special remark about the local lender is the fact that it is only used when 
the illiquidity in local currency arises. This assumes a large degree of commitment 
by the institution acting as a local lender (usually the Central Bank). This also 
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has policy implicat ions. Implementing such mechanism in this way implies the 
creation of institut ions or legal systems that prevents irresponsible behavior by 
the acting local lender ( creating liquidity when there is no need of it). Hence 
the setting up of a local lender of last resort demands the creation of very salid 
laws and institutions to avoid local lender misbehavior. Another possible way is 
to have international institutions such as t he IMF monitoring the functioning of 
such local lenders. 

From the paragraphs above it is clear that implementing such institutions is 
not easy. Monitoring costs (in the sense of keeping track of deposits) and t he 
problem of measuring the liquidity needs in each currency are difficult. This <loes 
not mean that they are infeasible in practice, but it gives a warning in terms 
of how to implement them. The present essay still has a last message. Even if 
the conditions for an international lender a.re not met, as a kind of second best 
the Central Bank could declare narrow banking on deposits written in foreign 
currency, while working as a local lender of last resort in local currency in the 
way described befare. This is t he main conclusion of proposition 5. 1. 

From proposition 7.1 we have learned that partial suspension of convertibility 
need not hold in the aggregate uncertainty case. Instea.d t he lenders of last resort 
take ca.re of the liquidity of the banking system when extra impatient customers 
withdraw in period l. This means t.hat the availability of those institutions not 
only prevent runs, by threatening the patients, but also provides funds when 
there are extra withdrawals in the short run, so that withdrawals do not have 
to be suspended. In terms of evidence, sorne facts from t he banking distress 
situation in the case of Argentina, in 1995, suggest that the funds coming from 
the Inter American Development Bank and the World Bank had as one of the 
main purposes to enhance liquidity for t he healthy banks of this country. 

In any case all these regulatory regimes implied by the results <leal with 
liquidity problerns. It <loes not say anything in terrns of solvency issues. The 
main challenge in practice is to discover whether certain financia! distress phe
nomena were caused by liquidity or solvency problerns. This still remains an open 
question for the policy makers. 

9. Concluding remarks and possible extensions 

This paper has presented an extension of the Diamond - Dyvbig framework to a 
banking system with two currencies. I have done that with the two alternative 
assumptions of the proportion of impat ient consumers known and unknown ( ex-
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ante). 
The main message is that an international lender of last resort per se might 

not be able to prevent runs even when runs are mostly liquidity-based and when 
perfect commitment of repayment is possible. Complementing this institution 
with a local lender rnight be more effective. Another message is that interest 
rates charged by these institutions cannot be too high. The results above indicates 
that in order to set these rates it is important to know the ratio of long term over 
short term deposits. This indicator can give an important guideline for policy • 
makers to set suitable interest rates for these credit lines. Another remark is that 
these institutions do not have to know precisely the amount of withdrawals in 
the short run. Knowledge of the distribution is enough. However other elements 
such as perfect comrnitment of repayment and common objectives between bank 
managers and depositors are key features for these institutions to work. 

The introduction of liquidation costs as the more recent bank run literature 
includes (see [4], [7] and [12], among others) <loes not affect essentially the nature 
of the problem. The main results could be easily gotten with a long term asset 
h that gives rh < 1 per unit invested in the long asset if early liquidation occurs 
11 

. However this is not true in terms of the minimum reserve requirements policy, 
since in this case, for suffi.ciently low values of rh, the amount set apart at the 
beginning of the economy will not be invested in the long term asset12 . 

Another possible direction for future work is the construction of a version of 
this model in a world integrated economy with two tradable currencies, following 
also similar ideas as in Allen and Gale [2]. There are several issues that can be 
addressed with this framework. Perhaps one of the most discussed issues is the 
incentive to constitute the reserves for the international lender of last resort. In the 
paper I have presented such problem could not be studied since the economy was 
of the small open type. A world integrated econorny with well-defined participants 
could help to see when each country is willing to deposit funds in an international 
institution. 

Fundamental shocks can be introduced, making either the short term rate 
( as in Chang and Velasco [5]) or the long investment return ( as in Allen and 
Gale [l]) stochastic. This would allow to study solvency- based runs and the 
role of the lenders of last resort to prevent such runs, if these are not optimal. 

11
The condition under which runs occur is basically the same as in proposition 3.2 except that 

in this case the total value of asset income at period 1 is equal to bF + bH + rF XF + rH XH. 
12

Obviously if rh < 1 but sufficiently close to 1 most of the arguments in subsection 5.2.2. 
still hold. 
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Nevertheless, problems of asyrnmetric information could worsen here. The reason 
is that when returns are risky, adverse selection may not allow for availability of 
an international lender of last resort. This issue should be studied in combination 
with a world-integrated environment. 

A related topic to the solvency problem is the explicit separation between 
managers and depositors. By study a version of this banking model in which 
managers do not have the same objective as the depositors the moral hazard 
considerations mentioned above could be seriously addressed. That is, moral 
hazard considerations are to be studied in settings where those objectives are 
discordant, since it is obvious that when they are the same hidden action problems 
cannot arise. There are several alternatives for modelling this. There is a vast 
literature on incomplete contracts in banking (see [9] and [10] ). Also Chang and 
Velasco [5] present a model in which the banking sector is monopolistic. Any 
of these frameworks could be helpful to study moral hazard and lenders of last 
resort. 

A. Proofs 

A. l. Proof of Proposition ( 4.1) 

Suppose that the planner's allocation irnplies an illiquidity problem in the bank
ing system. Assume moreover that in period 1 there is an international entity 
that lends to the financial system any amount needed to satisfy the withdrawals 
in period 1 for those contracts written in foreign currency without having to 
liquidate the long term asset and to return the borrowed amount (p/ RF) d. 

Hence if a proportion 1r > 1r withdraws ( cf + cf) the arnount lent in period 

1 is >. = ( fr - 1r) ( cf + cf) . 
Suppose first that RF > RH. Period 2 income is RF X F - >. - pd. I claim 

that this is at least (1 - 1r) ( cf + c!f) . Suppose not. Then: RF XF ->. - pd < 

(1 - 1r) ( cf + c!f). However RF XF - pd = (1 - 1r) ( c!f + cf) . Using this and the 

definition of >. we obtain 

(l -1r) (c!f + cf)- (1r -1r) (cf +cf) < (1-7l-) (cf +cf) 
or 
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which implies either cf < cf or c!j < cf. However this contradicts proposition 

4.2. Therefore it must be true that RF XF - 'i/ - pd 2: (1 - ñ) ( cf + c!f) . Thus 
no patient consumer has incentive to lie, which means that in the equilibrium of 
this economy 71' = ?T. Hence the banking system in equilibrium does not need to 
use the credit line. This implies that the availability of an international lender 
of last resort is sufficient to prevent runs by implementing the planner's solution. 

When RH > RF results are not identical. Suppose that the banking system 
is illiquid in bot h currencies. Then the amount lent is still ( 71' - 1r) ( cf + cf) . 
Notice that this amount is in the F currency, so in period 2, the H currency 
income is just RH X H, which is more than enough to pay ( 1 - 71') c!f. On the other 
hand, in terms of F money, net income in period 2 is RF XF - pd - ). = (1 - ?T) 
cf - (n - 1r) (cf + cf). If (cf + cf) :S: cf then the expression (1- ?T) cf -
(n - ?T) ( cf + cf) 2: (1 - ?T) cf - (n - 1r) cf = (1 - n) cf. This gives a sufficient 
condition for the international institution to prevent runs. 

Suppose that there is only illiquidity in t he F currency but not in the H 
currency. I claim that if the international lender lends ). = ( ¿¡- - 1r) cf then there 
are no runs. In t his case, the banking system liquida tes [H = ( ¿¡- - 1T) cf. On 
the other hand, period 2 net income in the F currency is RF XF - pd - ). = 
( 1 - 7T) cf - ( ¿¡- - 1r) cf 2: ( 1 - 1r) cf - ( ¿¡- - 1r) cf = ( 1 - ¿¡-) cf. Hence t hey also 
get cf. No incentives to run are in this case. 

If the contract implementing the planner's solution has illiquidity in the H 
currency only (but it is liquid in the foreign currency), t hen the ba.nking system 
might lend ). = ( fr - 1r) cf. Clearly the long asset in the H currency must not be 
liquidated, a.nd so the amount c!j can repa.id to the rema.ining patient customers 
in period 2. On the other hand, if cf ::; cf then it can be shown following similar 
arguments as in previous paragraphs that the rema.ining patients also get cf. 
Therefore this also constitutes a sufficient condition under which an international 
lender of last resort prevents panics in the presence of illiquidity in currency H 
and RH 2: RF. ■ 

A.2. Proof of Proposition ( 4.2) 

Consider first the case in which RF > RH. Let ). be defined as above. Next, sup

pose that the gross interest rate on this loan is (F ::; 3 +} . The period 2 net rev-
c1 + 1 

enue of F money is RF XF-(F~-pél = (1- 1r) (cf + c!f) - (F (fr - 1r) (c{i' + cf), 
which is greater than or equal to (1 - 7T) ( cf + c!f) - ( fr - 1r) ( c!f + cf) = 
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(1 - ir) ( cf + cf). Therefore the banking system is able to pay both cf and cf 
to the patient customers who did not lie. 

Assume now that RH ~ RF. Suppose that there is an illiquidity problem in 
both currencies, so that still ,\ = ( ir - 1r) ( cf + cf) . At period 2 the net revenue 

in terms of foreing currency is RF X F - pd - (F ( ir - 1r) ( cf + cf) . Assurning that 

cf + cf::; cf, and since (F::; c{11cr, then RF XF - pd - (F (1r - 1r) ( cf + cf) = 

(1 - 1r) cf- (F (ir - 1r) (cf + cf) 2: (1 - 1r) cf- (ir - 1r) cf = (1 - ir) cf. If the 

illiquidity problem is in terms of the F currency only, it is true that ,\ = ( ir - 1r) 
F cf and if (F ::; ? then by identica.l arguments it is clear that net revenues in 
1 

terms of currency Fa.re enough to repay cf for the N (1 - ir) patient customers. 

A.3. Proof of Proposition ( 4.3) 

Assume t hat the banking system is illiquid in both currencies ( without loss of 
generality). The a.rguments a.re identical in the case of illiquidity in only one 

currency. Suppose first that ,\~ = ( ir - 1r) ( cf + cf) and also that RF > RH. 

( Otherwise, if RH 2: RF suppose that the condition ( cf + cf) ::; cf is met so that 
the international institution is able to prevent runs). Assume that , instead of using 

this ent irely to satisfy the period 1 withdrawals the banking system uses ,\~ - l[ 
and liquidates l[ units of the long term F investment in period 1 ( where O ~ l[ ::; 
XF). Hence the banking system does not close in the interim period. In period 2, 

total income is equal to RF ( XF - lf) -pd - ( ,\~ - lf) = (1 - 1r) ( cf + cf) -
(ir - 1r) (cf + cf) + (1 - RF) lf < (1 - 1r) (cf + cf) - (i - rr) (cf + cf), which 

is income available in period 2 if the banking system decides to use 0~ and not to 
liquida.te ea.rly the long term investment. Hence the patient consumer cannot be 
better off by doing this. The a.rgument when RF ~ RH is similar. In this case it is 
clea.r that this does not affect the constraint corresponding to the H currency. For 
the foreign currency constraint in period 2, notice again that the total in come is 

RF (xF - lf) -pd - (>-~ - zr) = (l -1r) cf -(ir-1r) (cf + cf) + (1- RF) lf 
< ( 1 - 1r) cf - ( ir - 1r) ( cf + cf) . Again, by mis behaving the banking system gets 
less income than by using ali the lent funds properly. 

Suppose that the banking system decides to borrow ,\~ > ( ir - 1r) ( cf + cf) 
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and still RF > RH. Here the funds are greater t han the needs of liquidity in 
AF F 

the banking system. Suppose that it is used >- 1 - lf, and r¡1 units of the long 

term investrnent is liquidated in period l. Hence ( i - 1r) ( cf + cf) = 5..; - lf 

+ rF r¡f. In period 2 total incorne is equal to RF ( X F - r¡f) - ( ~; - lf) = ( 1 - 7r) 

( F H) - ( F F A F F) ( ) ( F H) d- ( F ,_F zF) C2 + C2 + pd - R r¡ 1 + Al - l l :S 1 - 7r C2 + C2 + p - r¡ 1 + A 1 - 1 

:S (1- 1r) (cf + cf) - (i - 1r) (cf + cf). Hence total income in period 2 is 
AF 

less than or equal to period 2 income under the original case in which >.1 = 
(n - 1r) ( cf + cf) and is totally used to satisfy period 1 liquidity needs. If 5..; < 

(1r - 1r) ( cf + cf) , and RF > RH then long term investment must be liquidated. 
Suppose that the amount to be liquidated to satisfy the banks liquidity needs 

is strictly less than XF. Then (i - 1r) ( cf + cf) = 5..; + rFlf, where lf < XF_ 

In period 2 total income is RF ( XF - zf) - p d -5..; = (1 - 1r) ( cf + cf) -
( RFlf + 0;) < (1 - 1r) cf - (rFlf + 0;) = (1 - 1r) cf - (n - 1r) ( cf + cf) . 
The same conclusion as befare a.pplies. (The cases in which RH ~ RF are similar 
and left to the reader). 

I have used the assurnption of perfect commitment in this argument. However 
the perfect cornmitment to susta.in the financia! system and prevent runs is not 

AF 
necessary. Suppose that the managers of banks decide to borrow sorne amount >.

1 

in period 1 from abroad, but instead of using this to pay ( cf, cf) to those who 
claim to be impatient they store it. If the conditions of proposition 3.2 are true 
then there is a run and everybody gets either at most ( cf , cf) , depending u pon 
the order in line. This is true even for those patients who behave as impatients. 

AF 
In period 2 the manager - depositors must return >.1 , and also there is no extra 
consumption to be paid. But this is clearly worse than the situation under which 
AF 
>. 1 is used to pay to the depositors who withdraw in period 1, since under this 
case all patients who behave as such get more than ( cf, cf-) . Therefore there is 
no incentive to let the bank clase in the interim period. ■ 

A.4. Proof of Proposition (4.4) 

Since when RF > RH an international lender alone always prevents runs as long 

as the interest rate is less than or equal to 1 ++1, then it suffices to show that this 
Cj el 
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regime prevents runs when RH ~ RF. Suppose that a proportion ir > 11' decides to 
withdraw from the banks at t = l. The following happens. The banking system 
borrows from the international lender of last resort an amount of currency F equal 
to ( 1T - 11') cf. It also borrows from the local lender an amount of currency H equal 
to ( 1T - 1r) cf. Let the gross interest rate of the first loan be (F and t he second 
(H . Then at period 2 the net amount of revenue in currency F is RF X F - pd -
(F ( ir - 1r) cf. Similarly at t = 2 net revenue in home currency is RH X H - (H 
( ir - 1r) cf. The first expression is equal to ( 1 - 7r) cf - (F ( 1T - 1r) cf. Since (F • 

~ min { ~; 1 +1 } t hen ( 1 - 7r) cf - ( F ( ir - 1r) cf ~ ( 1 - 7r) cf - ( ir - 11') cf = c1 c1 +c1 
H 

(1 - i) cf. Similarly since (H ~ ~ then RH XH - (H (i - 7r) cf = (1 - n) c!f -
1 

(H (i - n) cf ~ (1 - n) c!f - (i - rr) c!j = (1 - 7r) c!j. Hence under the stated 
conditions both lenders of last resort prevent runs. 

A.5. Proof of Proposition (5.1) 

In this case we again know that there are no illiquidity proble1ns in F. Suppose 
that a proportion i > 1r withdraws in period 1. The local lender of last resort will 
be lending an amount equal to 

TH - *(c~+cf)-(bH+bF)-(bF-7rcf) 

(ir - rr) (e~+ cf) - (bF - icf) 

Suppose RH ~ RF first. Then in period 2 the patient consumers who did 
not run get cf since none of the F - money long asset must be liquidated in 
t = l. In fact total income is RF XF - pd = (1 - n) cf > (1 - i) cf. This means 
that there is an excess of F currency in period 2 equal to ( ir - 1r) cf. This is 
converted to H currency. Hence the total net income is ( i - rr) cf + RH X H -
TH = (1 - n) c!f - (ir - n) (cf + cf) + (bF - icf) + (i - n) cf ~ (1- n) c!f -

( * - 1r) ( cf + cf) + ( cf - ircf) + ( 7r - 1r) cf = ( 1 - 1r) c!f + ( 1T - 1r) ( cf - cf) + 
cf ( 1 - i) - ( i - 1r) cf > ( 1 - 1r) c!f - ( ir - 1r) cf > ( 1 - 1r) c!f - ( i - 1r) c!f = 
( 1 - i) c!f. Therefore the system is able to repay ( c!f, cf) when RH ~ RF. 

Suppose now that RF > RH. Hence X H = O. The amount lent by the local 
lender is still TH = ( ir - 1r) ( cf + cf) - ( bF - ircf) . In period 2 total net income 

is RFXF - pd - TH = (l - 1r) (c!f + cf) - (rr - 1r) (cf + cf) + (bF - rrcf) > 
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( 1 - 7r) ( cf + cf) - ( n - 7r) ( cf + cf) ~ ( 1 - 7r) ( cf + cf) - ( n - 7r) ( cf + cf) 

= (1 - n) ( cf + cfl . This means that the bank is also able to repay cf and cf 
to those patients who did not run. Henceforth this policy prevents runs. ■ 

A.6. Proof of Proposition (6.4) 

Suppose that RF > RH. Let the total consumers claiming impatience showing 
up in period 1 be N (ap + 1 - p + n) where n '.S p (l - a). In this case the total 
amount lent is >. 1 = n ( crF ( 1) + cf H ( 1)) . We show that the corresponding period 

2 income is sufficient to pay ( c~H (1) + et (1)) to the remaining patient consumers 
who did not show up in period l. 

Income in period 2 is RFXF - pd- >.1 = p(I-a) (cV(l)+c~H(l))-

n ( cV ( 1) + cf H ( 1)) . Suppose by way of contradiction that this is strictly less than 

(p (1 - a) - 1r) ( cV (1) + c~H (1)) . Then either ciF (1) < crF (1) J or c1H (1) < 
CiH (1) which contradicts the incentive compatibility constraint. Hence it must 
be true that RF XF + RH XH - pd - >.1 ~ (p (1 - a) - *) ( cV (1) + c1H (1)) . 

Therefore the banking system is able to pay ( dF ( 1) + c1H ( 1)) to the remaining 
patient consumers. Hence, under s = I there is no incentive to lie on behalf of 
the patient consumers. 

If s = 2 the reasoning is similar. The banking system does not el ose in 
the interim period due to the lender of last resort. Hence the consumer who 
claims impatience gets either (ciF,ciH) or (ciF (1) ,CiH (1)) in period l. The 

patient consumer gets either ( cf (2) , cf (2)) or ( cV (1) , c1H (1)). She gets the 
first amount if only N ap impatient consumers show up in period 1. She gets the 
second amount if more than N ap irnpatient consumers withdraw in the interim 
period. The proof that the banking systern is able to pay these amounts follow 
the same lines than the last two paragraphs. Thus, in any case, the second period 
consumption is greater than both ( et, CiH)and ( crF (1), crH (1)). This means 
that when s = 2 there is no incentive for the patient consumers to lie about their 
types. 

On the other hand, if X H > O ( which happens when RH ~ RF) the sufficient 
conditions are similar to the case in which 7f was k:nown. If there is illiquidity in 
both currencies still the amount to be lent is 1r ( c¡F (1) + crH (1)) . If this is at 

most cV (1) then the banking system can satisfy the late withdrawals in period 2 
by the remaining patient customers. This is because total net income in terms of 
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currency F is equal top (l - a) cV (1) - n ( c¡F (1) + dH (1)) 2: (p (1 - a) - -fi-) 
cV ( 1) . Henceforth in this case the banking system is saved by the international 
institution. If there is only illiquidity in F the international lender is able to 
sustain liquidity since c¡F ( 1) < cV ( 1) . Finally, if there is illiquidity in H but not 
in F the sufficient condition is c¡H (1) ~ cV (1). ■ 

A.7. Proof of Proposition (6.5) 

I follow essentially the same arguments as in the last subsection. Suppose that 
RF > RH. Let the total consumers clairning impatience showing up in period 1 
be N (ap + 1 - p + -n-) where -fi- ~ p (l - n). In this case the total amount lent 
is ~ 1 = -fi- ( c¡F ( 1) + c¡H ( 1)) . We show that the corresponding period 2 in come 

is sufficient to pay ( c½H (1) + cV (1)) for the given interest rate to the remaining 
patient consurners who did not show up in period 1. 

Income at period 2 is RF XF - pd - x~1 = p (l - a) ( cV (1) + dH (1)) -

( ) 
IF ( l )-'- IH(l ) 

• 

xn ciF (1) + ciH (1) , where x is the gross interest rate. Since x ~ (~F (I )~~H(l) , 

then p (l - a) ( cV (1) + c½H (1)) - x-n- ( et (1) + c¡H (1)) 2: p (l - a) ( cV (1) + c~H (1)) -

-fi- (c~F (1) + dH (1)) = (c½F (1) + c~H (1)) (p(l - a) - -fi-) . This means that the 

ba.nking system is able to pay ( cV ( 1) + c~H ( 1)) to the remaining patient con-
sumers. Hence, under s = 1 there is no incentive to lie on behalf of the patient 
consumers. 

If s = 2 the reasoning is similar to the proof in the last subsection and thus 
omitted .. 

On the other hand, suppose XH > O (which happens when RH 2'. RF). Sup
pose that there is illiquidity in both currencies. The amount to be lent is still ,fi

( ciF ( 1) + ciH ( 1)) . Total net in come in terms of currency F is equal to p ( 1 - a) 

cV (1) - x-n- (ciF (1) + ciH (1)) . In this case X~ ¿F( ~F(~n( . Therefore it must 
1 1 +c1 1) 

be true that p (l - a) cV (1) - x-n- ( ciF (1) + CiH (1)) 2: (p (1 - a) - rr) cV (1) 
. Henceforth in this case the banking system is also saved by the international 
institution. 

Following similar arguments it can be shown that when there is only illiquidity 

in F the international lender could charge a gross interest rate x ~ ~;g~. Finally, 

when there is illiquidity in H but not in F the gross interest rate is x ~ ~;g~. ■ 
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A.8. Proof of Proposition (6.6) 

This follows alrnost literally the same steps as proposition 4.4. Since when RF > 
RH an international lender alone always prevents runs as long as the interest 

lF(l)+ lH(l} 
rate is less than or equal to ~R(i)+~P(i) then it suffices to show that this policy 

prevents runs when RH 2 RF. Suppose that a proportion ( ap + 1 - p + ir) ( where 
ir ::; p ( 1 - a)) decides to withdraw from the banks at t = 1. Then the banking 
system borrows from the international lender of last resort an amount of cmrency • 
F equal to ircfF (1). It also borrows from the local lender an amount of cmrency 
H equal to ircfH ( 1) . Let the gross interest rate of the first loan be c,F and the 
second c,H. Then at period 2 the net amount of revenue in currency F is RF XF -
pd - (F ircfF (1). Similarly at t = 2 net revenue in home cmrency is RH XH - c,H 
ircfH (1). The first expression is equal top (1 - a) cV (1)-(F ir cfF (1). Since (F 

· { 5;(1). cV(l)+5H (1)} lF F A 2F lF ::;mm S (l)'ciR(i)+ciF(l) thenp(l-a)c2 (1)-( 1rc1 (1)2p(l-a)c2 (1) 

- ir c½F(l) = (p(l - a)-ir)cf. Similarly since (H::; ~;~~~ then RHXH -(H 

(ir - 1r) c{f = p (1 - a) c½H (1) - (H ircfH (1) 2 p (l - a) c~H (1) - irc~H (1) = 
(p (1 - a) - ir) c!f. Hence under the stated conditions both lenders of last resort 
prevent runs. ■ 

A.9. Proof of Proposition 7.1 

The first arder condítions of the planner's problem implies the following condi
tions. 

(ap + (1 - p) qi) u' ( dF) 
RF ap [ q1 u' ( cf ( 1)) + q2u' ( cf ( 2))] + ( 1 - p) q1 u' ( cf ( 1)) 

p ( 1 - a) ( cf ( 1) + cf ( 1)) + ( 1 - p) ( et + ciH) 
RF X F - pd + RH X H 
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These last two conditions can be rewritten 

p(l - a) (cf (1) + c!j (1)) + (1- p) (ciF + et) (A.l) 

(p ( 1 - a) + ( 1 - p)) ( cf ( 2) + c!j ( 2)) 

I rnust consider two subcases. 

In this case it is true that 

u' (ciF) 
u' ( cf (s)) 

V1 
( CiH) 

v' ( e!/ (s)) 

for s = 1, 2. Under this assumption there is no loss of generality in rnaking 
A~ ( 1) = O ( the local lender of last resort is completely superfluous). 

(ap + (1 - p) q1 ) v' ( CiH) 
RFap [q1v' (c!f (1)) +q2v' (c!f (2)) ] + (l -p)q1v' (c!f (1)) 

Suppose that c~F > cf (1). Therefore we have 

and then 
q1 (1 - p) u' ( CiF) < q1 (1 - p) u' ( cf ( 1)) 

Therefore, given the equality above, it must be true that 

or 

Since u' ( CiF) < u' ( cf (1)) , then u' ( CiF) < u' ( cf (1)) RF, which means that 
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and so is [ RF u' ( cf (2)) - u' ( etF)] , which means that RF u' ( cf (2)) < u' ( c¡F) , 

which also implies that u' ( cf (2)) < u' ( et) . This implies also that ef (2) > ctF. 
Since u' ( cV) = v' ( dH) and u' ( ef ( s)) = v' ( c!f ( s)) then all this also implies 

that if cV > cf (1) then e~H > c!f (1) and by the same argurnent c!f (2) > efH 
But then ef (2) > cf (1) and e!f (2) > e!f (1) . Therefore 

p(l - a) (ef (1) + e!f (1)) + (1- p) (ciF + ciH) 

< (p(l-a)+(l-p))(cf(2)+e!/(2)) 

which contradicts the equality A.l. Therefore it must be true that et < ef (1) (if 
they are equal a similar type of contradiction is gotten). Then also d H < e!f ( 1) . 
On the other hand, by the equality A.1 we must have that eih < e~ (2) < e~ (1). 
This is because otherwise the equality is violated with either strict sign. (If e¡h 
< e~ (1) < e~ (2) then a similar inequality would be true. If e~ (2) < clh < e~ (1) 
then the reverse inequality is true). This shows that under this case the solution 
can be implemented as an equilibrium. 

In this case we have 

(ap + (1 - p) q1 ) v' ( eiH) 

RH ap [ q1 v' ( e!f ( 1)) + q21/ ( e!f ( 2))] + ( 1 - p) q1 v' ( e!/ ( 1)) 

but now we have 

u' ( et) > v' ( eiH) 

u' ( ef ( s)) > v' ( e!/ ( s)) 

so the equalities between marginal utilities does not hold anymore. However, 
since RH > RF it must be true that 

p(l - a)e!f (1) 
p(l-a)cf(l) -

RH xH - >..f (1) 
RFXF - pd- >..f (1) 
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and also that >.f (1) = (1 - p) c1H (the constraint is binding), and then >.[ (1) 
= (1 - p) CiF· On t he other hand, if apcV = bF and (p (1 - a)+ 1 - p) cf (2) = 
RF X F - pd + bF - apciF then it must be true that 

(p (1 - a)+ 1 - p) cf (2) - RF xF - pd 

(p (1 - a)+ 1 - p) e'! (2) - RH xH 

Then we must have 

p (l - a) cf (1) + (1 - p) et 
p (l - a) c!f (1) + (1 - p) c~H 

(p ( 1 - a) + 1 - p) cf ( 2) 

(p ( 1 - a) + 1 - p) cf ( 2) 

Arguing again by contradiction it gives first that cth < e~ (1). The argument 
is the same as above. Then it must also be true that cth < e~ (2) < e~ (1), so that 
each equality holds. This again shows ( under the conditions stated in the second 
part of the proposition) that the solution to this problem can be implemented by 
a banking system as described in section 6 when lenders of last resort are added 
to the planner's problem. 

If the two conditions do not hold but p is clase enough to 1 the solution to the 
problem is also implementable. The reason is as befare. If p = l we are back in 
the no aggregate uncertainty case. We know that this is implementable and that 
the consumption for the impatients is strictly less (for each currency) than the 
consumption for the patients. Since the solution to the problem is continuous in 
p (by concavity and convexity assumptions) then when p is sufficiently clase to 1 
those properties are maintained. 

Finally we must prove that if these institutions are available to the banking 
sector then this equilibrium is implementable without runs. To do this, I follow the 
same steps as in the other propositions. Suppose that the state is s = 1 (arguments 
are identical if s = 2 ). Suppose that there is a proportion ap + (l - p) + n- of 
impatients who want to withdraw. Here ,fi- :=::; p (l - a). 

Suppose first_ that RF ~ RH. In this there is no need to use any local lender 
of last resort. Then the total amount lent from abroad is equal to 

In period 2 the net income is 
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RF xF - pd + RH xH - >-t (1) 

RF xF - pd + RH x - (1 - P + 1r) ( eiH + eiF) 

- p ( 1 - a) ( ef ( 1) + ef ( 1)) + ( 1 - p) ( ei H + et) - ( 1 - p + 1r) ( eiH + eiF) 

P (l - a) ( ef (1) + ef (1)) - n ( eiH + e}F) 
Sinee e¡h < e~ ( 1) t hen 

p( l - a) (ef (1) + ef (1)) - 1r (eiH + eiF) 

> p ( 1 - a) ( ef ( 1) + ef ( 1)) - 1r ( e{ ( 1) + ef ( 1)) 

(p ( 1 - a) - 1r) ( ef ( 1 ) + ef ( 1)) 

Therefore the net income is more t han sufficient to pay ( ef ( 1) + e!/ ( 1)) to 
the remaining patients. 

If RH > RF, we ha.ve that the amount lent from the international lender of 
last resort is >.;F = ( 1 - p + 1r) eV, while the a.mount lent from the local lender of 
last resort is (if allowed to viola.te the constraint in the event of a potential run) 
>. ~H = ( 1 - p + n) el H. In this case the net in come in terms of currency F is 

RFXF - pd - >-t (1) 

RF xF - pd - (1 - P + 1r) eiF 

p ( 1 - a) ef ( 1) + ( 1 - p) e¡F - ( 1 - p + n) et 
- p ( 1 - a) ef ( 1) - n et 
> (p(l-a)- 1r)ef(l) 

and in terms of currency H 

RH x H - >-~H (1) 

- RH X H - ( 1 - p + 1T') eiH 

- p (1 - a) ef (1) + (1 - p) eiH - (1 - p + i) dH 
- p (l - a) cf (1) - 'lT'CiH 

> (p ( 1 - a) - i) ef ( 1) 
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Therefore the patients do not have any incentive to run at date l. (banks are 
perfectly able to pay to those patients remaining at home until period 2). Hence 
this mechanism prevents runs and allows for implementation of the planner 's 
allocation. ■ 
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